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Patented Air Glove® 
Bladder Technology 

reduces vibration energy 
transmission to the 

palm and fi ngers. Non-
permeable polymer bladder 
with individual air chambers 

provide effectiveness that won’t 
degenerate. Soft, fl exible bladder 

designed to conform to the fl ex-
lines of the palm and fi ngers helping 
to maintain tool control. The multiple 

air chambers construction of the Air 
Bladder ensures long lasting wear and it 

won’t bottom out. The Air Bladder helps 
prevent job specifi c impact and vibration 

hazards in the workplace.
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Part# Glove Hand Size Circumference
BGHIVIS20 Small 7 7” - 8”  / 15-18 cm
BGHIVIS30 Medium 8 8” - 9”  / 18-23 cm
BGHIVIS40 Large 9 9” - 10” / 23-28 cm
BGHIVIS50 XLarge 10 10” - 11” / 28-33cm
BGHIVIS60 XXLarge 11 11” + / 33 cm +

Full finger design offers maximum 
protection while maintaining 
flexibility and tactile feedback for 
finger sensitivity and tool control

Reflective 
strips on the 

back of the 
hand and finger 

tips enhance 
visibility at night and 

in low light conditions

Bright glow mesh back, 
allows ventilation

Glow in the dark wrist 
cuff with adjustable 
hook/loop closure

Silicone dots on the palm 
& fingertips ensure 

outstanding grip 
and flexibility

Synthetic ultra suede leather on 
the palm provides excellent 

wear and flexibility

BGHIVIS Anti-Vibe Air GloveBGHIVIS Anti-Vibe Air Glove®

Provides impact, abrasion and vibration protection 
Used with multiple vibrating and pneumatic tools in low-light conditions

Mechanic’s style ensures maximum comfort, dexterity and fi t

CCertifi ed ANSI S2.73-2002 (R 2007) / ISO 10819:1996ertifi ed ANSI S2.73-2002 (R 2007) / ISO 10819:1996
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In Conformance with Norms

EN 388:2003 - Protective gloves against mechanical risks

EN 420:2003 + A1:2009 - General requirements for gloves

US PATENT 7,865,969 Other Patents Pending


